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Random Access  Memories

Track No.: #1 ; Give Life Back to Music
    When I “discovered” Daft Punk, it was 2013. I was ten years old and my life was wrapped in the kind of
privilege that I hadn’t yet learned to recognize. When I actually discovered Daft Punk seven years later, I was
standing in a Meijer at seven o’clock on February 15th, trying to figure out how much money I could spend on
coffee. I was living a short-lived obsession with one-hit wonders. They were the artists behind “Get Lucky,” which I
had added to a throwback playlist just a week before. I wanted to know what else they had produced. Why hadn’t I
heard of Daft Punk after that single? And really, who was Daft Punk? I was expecting a classic 2010s-esque album,
the kind that I was so used to hearing: repetitive lyrics and beats loaded with love songs and teenage angst– from
Taylor Swift to Carly Rae Jepsen to Rihanna. 
    Give Life Back to Music introduces Daft Punk’s mission. It’s difficult to understand at first, because it seems to
be doing the work it despises. “Let the music in tonight / Just turn on the music / Let the music of your life / Give life
back to music”, sings Daft Punk throughout the track. It’s four minutes and thirty-five seconds of repetition. It’s the
kind of song that you would, after the first minute or two, skip over. It also starts off very differently, with the blend
of loud instrumental in the beginning that suggests an interest in something like grandiosity. It invites you in with a
funky-beat backdrop and refuses to let go.
    In Meijer’s, I peer at the price tags on the different packets of coffee. My feet tap to the beat of this song. It
forces me to admit that I’m easy to please: no matter how repetitive it gets, my body will like this type of music, the
kind a radio station would play every other hour because it feels easy. Here, Daft Punk is doing two things: telling
me that I’m easy to please, and then telling me I shouldn’t be. 

Track No.: #2 ; The Game of Love
    The beginning of the song sounds like it should come straight out of a sci-fi movie. The instrumental is slow, soft;
the vocals that enter feel robotic. The fact that it’s a love song feels counterintuitive. Like in the first track, the lyrics
are repetitive. “There is a game of love,” he sings, over and over again. And then: “And it was you / And it was you
the one that would be breaking my heart / When you decided to walk away.” The majority of the track is made up of
the instrumental, which is what makes Daft Punk so compelling. It’s something I’ve heard before, but only in the
background– the music that belongs in the moments before disaster in the sci-fi and action films we’ve seen so much
of in this century, the types of sounds that create an unsettling feeling deep in my stomach. The song doesn’t seem
human-- even though this song feels like a classic lamentation of love once had, it feels strange to have the lyrics set
up against the instrumental that sounds woefully artificial. 
    The title of the song sets me up for something different. I think of the board game I played growing up: The Game
of Life. I spent countless summer afternoons in my cousin’s bedroom, sweat sticking in between my thighs, fingers
trembling before spinning the wheel, always praying to land on the highest number. And even though it wasn’t really
me in that flat, board-game version of life, I cared about the little vehicle that I used as a figure in the game. It
represented me. I whined about not getting the career I wanted, getting sued for absolutely no reason, ending up in
the poor retirement home. Of course, I didn’t really know what it meant. I was just upset about losing money. After
all, you won the game by having the beefiest bank account at the end of your life.
    I wonder what Daft Punk was thinking when they wrote this song. They sing about a game of love, but what does
it take to win it? We never find out. 

Track No.: #3 ; Giorgio by Moroder
    The longest piece on the album– an impressive nine minutes and five seconds– pays tribute to Giovanni Giorgio,
one of the pioneers of dance and electronic music. It’s one of my favorite tracks on the entire album, not just



because the instrumental is beautiful, but because of the fact that it tells a story. It can’t be helped: Giovanni
Giorgio’s monologue in the beginning draws me in, from his early life as a small-town boy, to an explanation for the
way he formed his sound. “Once you free your mind about a concept of harmony and of music being ‘correct’, you
can do whatever you want. So, nobody told me what to do and there was no preconception of what to do,” he says
at the end. He was after the sound of the future. Through Giovanni Giorgio, Daft Punk encloses a message in the
album that comes with their hit singles Get Lucky and Instant Crush. They explain their process of using
synthesizers and recycled sound. It’s an unorthodox track to place so early in the album, but the track itself tells us
that “you can do whatever you want,” and Daft Punk is interested in doing precisely that. 
    Daft Punk felt a little bit like it was lacking the human touch, so the third track feels welcome because it’s the first
human voice I’m really hearing on the album. I can’t help but wonder: what was it really like, to be Giorgio? It’s so
easy to speak about history when it’s happened already, when you’ve done what you wanted to do. I can’t help but
wonder what it felt like to “partially sleep in the car,” if the seats felt hard and cold at night, or if he kept the heat
turned up. He tells us that he “didn’t want to drive home,” but what happened when he did? I wonder what his
mother thought when he didn’t show up. 
My father once told me that everything is an investment, and you have to make the smart ones. You shouldn’t invest
too much time in something that will never produce much of anything. I wonder about Giorgio's view on this. How he
felt waking up after a night in that car; if the sunlight blinded him through his car windows. If, after all those nights
spent alone, it continued to be worth it.
    
Track No.: #4 ; Within 
    It makes sense for Daft Punk to succeed the longest track with its shortest one. It’s quiet, and the sound feels at
first less electronic. They are lost in the same way many of us are: “Many rooms to explore, but the doors look the
same / I am lost I can’t even remember my name.” The tone of this piece is melancholic, and why wouldn’t it be?
The robotic voice is asking you, “Where are the locks to try the key?” They’re looking for someone - maybe
themselves, maybe someone else - and everyone is helpless: the audience, Daft Punk, even the doors being spoken
of. 
    Within speaks of a universal loss of identity. The piano at the beginning reminds me of my mother; it reminds me
of the way, even now, she looks up piano scores online to learn them. She lets me pick what she plays now, although
it used to be the other way around. What happens when your persona is so constructed by other people that you
eventually lose yourself? Listening to Within is like hearing the way a person breaks down. It’s desperate; the song
itself functions like a broken record player.
    From the moment people exist, we never seem to belong to ourselves. Our names are given to us, experiences are
constructed by the people around us. We are always giving, but never to ourselves. We are always giving into the
experiences of other people. This time, the robotic voice matches the air of loneliness that embraces the piece. At
Meijer, when I use the self-checkout counter because I don’t want to interact with the cashier, all I get is an
automated response. Its artificiality disappoints me, but what did I expect? 

Track No.: #5 ; Instant Crush (feat. Julian Casablancas)
    This track features the songwriter of The Strokes, an American rock band. It’s different from anything Daft
Punk’s ever done before, but it continues to focus on loneliness and companionship. They bring back the image of
the door: “So I chained myself to a friend / ‘Cause I know it unlocks the door / And we will never be alone again.”
In this song, I’m unsure whether or not the speaker has recovered their identity– instead, it seems as if they’re
attaching the idea of themselves to another person. “But I never really know where to go / So I chained myself to a
friend,” they sing in an impassioned, robotic voice. Instant Crush discusses infatuation as a result of aimlessness and
lack of intimacy. 
    At Meijer, my friend loses me in the grocery aisles. Humming to the tune of Instant Crush, I’d forgotten to look
back for her. She finds me in the book section, reading the blurbs on cheap paperbacks about characters that are not
my own, that have no space in my bookshelf. I’m always drawn to the book section of every store I go to, mostly
because I like reading the backs of them. I like pretending that I want to spend time with a book even though I
know that it’ll likely end up on top of my box of tide-pods and settle beside a jar of shoe cleaner I have on my shelf.
I’ve always had a tendency towards temporary infatuation and false devotion. I tell people what book I’m reading
and then forget about it the next day. Sometimes, I confess, I’m the same with people. My brain prefers to forget; it
would rather not recall most memories. 
    My father once told me that birds of the same feather flock together, and so you have to be careful who you
spend your time with. I think that this is somewhat true, to a certain extent, but I don’t think I’ve bothered to flock
to a specific group of people. I’m too afraid of losing myself, of changing and not realizing it, even though I don’t
even feel like I belong to myself. 



Track No.: #6 ; Lose Yourself to Dance (feat. Pharrell Williams)
    Pharrell Williams, best known for his single Happy from the children’s film Despicable Me 2, invites the listener
to “take a break” and “lose yourself,” lines which align themselves with Daft Punk’s general theme of identity, or lack
thereof. Pharrell has no trouble acknowledging the fact that we are all overworked. It’s fitting that this is the track
he’s on– why wouldn’t the artist behind Happy be interested in something like this? Lose Yourself to Dance a mid-
album invitation for release, and a welcome one at that; after the heavy emotional content in earlier pieces, it’s
refreshing to be given this song. 
    I am constantly being told to “loosen up” and “have a bit of fun once in awhile,” even though the idea of fun is a
little bit foreign to me during the late-night crams I’m always in the middle of for a commitment my brain forgot I
signed up for, and my breaks at home are spent in quiet stupor due to the sixteen-hour fasts my mother and I do
together. My parents have always thought that I have too much fun, because in my house we measure things in
money. Everyone was always so much better than I was at The Game of Life, even though I avoided lawsuits and
tried my best to pick the doctor career every time.
    We all spend so much time controlling our bodies. Even when we let go, we are still controlling them. I think it’s
the illusion of letting go that makes it worthwhile. That’s why I love Daft Punk: they’re afraid and unafraid; they tell
you to let go but they’re obsessed with holding on. Sometimes I’m bothered about the fact that dance music is
specifically manufactured so that I move my body this way. My body responds to music sometimes because it can’t
help it: at Meijer, in the hallways on the way to class, at family dinners and convenience stores and fancy-dress
parties and laundromats. 

Track No.: #7 ; Touch (feat. Paul Williams)
    If The Game of Love didn’t feel sci-fi enough, Daft Punk gifts you with Touch. The beginning of the piece is
bizarre; a clash of different instruments and synth that is difficult to parse. It’s the second longest track on the album
and features the singer-songwriter Paul Williams. The voice starts with “Touch… touch… I remember touch” and it
seems to pick up where Within left off. It tackles, once more, concerns of identity and human intimacy. Once Paul
Williams’s beautiful vocals enter, we are given more of the speaker’s confusion. “Tell me what you see,” he implores,
“I need something more.” He calls himself a “tourist in a dream” and asks, “Where do I belong?” In an interview,
Daft Punk calls the song the “psychedelic heart of the album.” The songs on Random Access Memories are always
communicating with each other. It’s more than an album; it’s an experience. “If love is the answer, you’re home,”
sings Daft Punk. At first I thought he was singing “wrong” and not “home,” and I’m unsure if this is intentional. This
track, along with Giorgio by Moroder, sets Daft Punk apart from the expectations manufactured by its single Get
Lucky. Giorgio by Moroder is an explanation; Touch is a demonstration.
    When we exit Meijer, I help my companions carry their grocery bags. Our elbows knock against each other and
our wrists bump together when two of us reach to open the trunk at the same time. Water gets into my boots. I once
gave my mother a hug and she told me it was weird. When I tell this to people I usually leave out the part when I
told her I liked the hug because she was thin. She conditioned me to be that way. These days I like hugs from
everyone, and I like to think that that means I am more separate from my mother. At the end of the day, I’m always
trying to be someone else. There are parts of me I’d rather lose, artificially or not.


